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Abstract
Our social evaluation of other people is influenced by their faces and their voices. However,
rather little is known about how these channels combine in forming ‘first impressions’. Over
five experiments we investigate the relative contributions of facial and vocal information for
social judgements: dominance and trustworthiness. The experiments manipulate each of
these sources of information within-person, combining faces and voices giving rise to
different social attributions. We report that vocal pitch is a reliable source of information for
judgements of dominance (Study 1) but not trustworthiness (Study 4). Faces and voices
make reliable, but independent contributions to social evaluation. However, voices have the
larger influence in judgements of dominance (Study 2), whereas faces have the larger
influence in judgements of trustworthiness (Study 5). The independent contribution of the
two sources appears to be mandatory, as instructions to ignore one channel do not eliminate
its influence (Study 3). Our results show that information contained in both the face and the
voice contributes to first impression formation. This combination is, to some degree, outside
conscious control, and the weighting of channel contribution varies according the trait being
perceived.

Keywords: First impressions; social evaluation; audio-visual integration; faces; voices

Public Significance Statement
This study shows how our first impressions of someone are formed on the basis of their face
and their voice. We combine these sources of information automatically, but some
judgements are influenced more by faces, and some by voices.
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Introduction
A wealth of biological and social information about people, such as sex, age, ethnicity or
emotional state, can be inferred by either looking at their faces or listening to their voices
(Bruce & Young, 1986; Belin, et al., 2011; Yovel & Belin, 2013). Moreover, we constantly
recognise people’s identities from their faces and voices, for example by looking at a
photograph or hearing a voice on the telephone. People infer socially-relevant information
and form stable first impressions about unfamiliar others from both faces and voices
(Todorov, Pakrashi, & Oosterhof, 2009; Zuckerman & Driver, 1989). Social impressions
from faces arise very quickly (after less than a second of exposure in many reports), whereas
vocal characteristics unfold over longer time periods, and may therefore take longer to
convey such impressions.

While first impressions might not represent reality accurately, social evaluation is
characterised by a high level of agreement between observers or listeners for both facial and
vocal information (Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008; McAleer, Todorov & Belin, 2014), which
implies that people use consistent physical information in the face and acoustic information
in the voice to inform their social judgements. Moreover, these zero-acquaintance
impressions have been repeatedly shown to influence our social interactions and decisions.
Voting behaviour, for example, can be influenced by both facial and vocal information, with
studies demonstrating that voting outcomes can be predicted by the perceived competence in
a candidate’s face (Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Olivola & Todorov, 2010) or the pitch of their
voice (Tigue, et al., 2012). Similarly, both facial and vocal information have been shown to
predict courtroom outcomes (Chen, Halberstam, & Alan, 2016; Wilson & Rule, 2016) as well
as to influence dating and mate preferences (Little, Burt, & Perrett, 2006; Wells, et al., 2009).

First impressions from both faces and voices have been shown to fall along two fundamental
dimensions, one representing valence and the other representing dominance. In face
evaluation, Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on
spontaneous, unconstrained personality descriptors inferred from faces and showed that first
impressions can be reduced to trustworthiness and dominance. Likewise, following a similar
procedure, McAleer, Todorov and Belin (2014) also demonstrated a two-dimensional space
for social evaluation of voices with valence and dominance as the main dimensions. Such
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findings are consistent with general social evaluation models such as concept evaluation
(Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum, 1957), group evaluation (Fiske, Cuddy & Glick, 2007) and
models of interpersonal perception (Wiggins, 1979), all of which rely on two orthogonal
dimensions - affiliation and dominance.

Audio-visual integration

In this study we are concerned with first impressions gained from multimodal stimuli,
comprising faces and voices. Given that both these sources individually have been shown to
give rise to consistent social attributions, how do they interact? Do voices or faces dominate
in social judgements, or does the signal from one source influence the interpretation of the
other? In perception of different types of signals, researchers have shown very strong
integrative effects. For example, facilitative multimodal influences have been demonstrated
in speech intelligibility or ‘lip-reading’, where presenting participants with visual information
from a speaker’s face can significantly improve speech content recognition (from 23% to
65% in Summerfield, 1979). In person identification studies, participants are quicker to
identify a face as familiar after being presented with the voice of that same identity and vice
versa (Ellis, Jones & Mosdell, 1997; Schweinberger, Herholz & Stief, 1997). A classic
interference effect comes from the McGurk illusion (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976) in speech
perception, whereby participants are presented with incongruent audio and visual cues and
yet integrate them together. Attending to a video clip of a person pronouncing the syllable
/ga/ while listening to a superimposed audio clip of a person pronouncing the syllable /ba/,
for example, commonly results in the impression that the person in the video clip actually
pronounces the syllable /da/.

While both voices and faces provide us with a wealth of social information (Bruce & Young,
1986; Belin, et al., 2011) and there is a multitude of studies investigating the independent
effects of facial and vocal cues on social perception (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; HodgesSimeon, Gaulin & Puts, 2010; Berry, 1990; Zuckermann & Driver, 1989), existing audiovisual integration research has been almost exclusively focused on emotion and identity
recognition (see Campanella & Belin, 2007 for a review). Massaro and Egen (1996), for
example, presented participants with congruent and incongruent face-voice pairings where
face images displayed happy, angry or neutral expressions, while the voice stimuli were
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created by an actor pronouncing the word “please” in a happy, angry or neutral way.
Participants’ task was simply to classify the emotion as happy or angry. The study showed
that while both facial and vocal cues were effective for expression categorisation, visual
information from the face had a stronger effect, as it changed participants’ performance
across all three voice emotion levels, results which are consistent with the general finding
that faces seem to be more reliable cues than voices in emotion recognition (Mehrabian &
Ferris, 1967; Hess, Kappas & Scherer, 1988).

There is evidence that audio-visual integration in emotion recognition is an automatic
process, as participants seem to incorporate face and voice cues together even when they are
instructed to ignore one of the information channels. For example, de Gelder and Vroomen
(2000) found a significant effect for both the visual and vocal channels on the perception of
happiness/sadness and happiness/fear when participants were presented with both channels
but specifically instructed to ignore either the face or the voice when making their
judgements. Evidence for the automatic nature of audio-visual integration also comes from
studies on identity recognition (Campanella & Belin, 2007). In a series of experiments
Schweinberger, et al. (2007, 2011) demonstrate that presenting participants with
corresponding and non-corresponding face-voice pairs had an influence on familiarity
decisions: recognition of a familiar voice was faster and more accurate when it was paired
with the corresponding face - even when participants were specifically instructed to base their
decisions exclusively on the audio cues.
In comparison with research examining emotion and identity recognition from faces and
voices, comparatively fewer studies have explored the effect of combining visual and vocal
cues on the formation of first impressions. This is in spite of features such as dominance,
trustworthiness and attractiveness forming a key part of prominent social perception models
(Fiske et al, 2007; Oosterhof and Todorov, 2008). Rezlescu et al (2015) examined listener
perceptions of attractiveness, trustworthiness and dominance using a combination of static
male faces and brief vowel sounds produced by male speakers adopting a variety of
emotional vocal expressions such as happy, sad and angry. The results indicated that facial
information was more influential in judgements of attractiveness, whereas vocal information
was more influential in dominance judgements. Both visual and vocal information
contributed significantly to trustworthiness judgements. However, Tsankova, et al. (2015)
examined perceptions of trustworthiness using facial and vocal cues and argued that
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trustworthiness judgements were more heavily influenced by facial information than by vocal
information.

Research aims
Comparatively little is known about the combined effects of vocal and facial cues on social
evaluation. In the studies below we aim to investigate the relative contribution of audio and
visual information to the perception of the fundamental social perception dimensions trustworthiness and dominance. We also aim to explore whether this audio-visual integration
is automatic.

Our approach differs from that taken in previous studies in that we use vocal stimuli
comprising speech, which (arguably) represent real-world social interactions more accurately
than non-verbal vocalisations. While some argue that the use of brief, neutral vowel sounds
mitigates the influence of aspects of voice such as prosody and semantic content (Rezlescu,
2015), the extent to which using non-verbal vocalisations replicates real everyday speech has
been the topic of debate (Apple et al, 1979). Social evaluations are clearly multi-faceted in
everyday life, and so there is value in studying them using contentful utterances.

Our approach also differs from previous work in that we make use of within-person
variability to manipulate social person evaluations. In most studies of first impressions, it is
assumed that people give rise to stable judgements, i.e. a particular person is judged more or
less trustworthy, dominant etc. However, this is now known to be false. Ratings for different
photos of the same person can vary more than for photos of different people (Jenkins et al,
2011; Todorov & Porter, 2014). First impressions derived from faces can therefore reflect
differences in photos rather than differences in people (Burton, 2013; Burton et al, 2016).
Rather than using different identities rated as high or low in dominance and trustworthiness,
here we sample different images of the same identity and select those rated as the most and
least trustworthy and dominant.
We also isolate the effect of a single acoustic measure – mean pitch - which has previously
been linked to perceptions of dominance and trustworthiness in voices (Ohala, 1984; Tsanani,
2016). In Study 1 we first validate a set of vocal stimuli and investigate the role of pitch in
dominance perception. In Study 2, these auditory stimuli were matched with a set of face
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images perceived as high and low in dominance to investigate the relative effects of both
channels on social person perception. Study 3 extends work on the automaticity of audiovisual integration (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000; Schweinberger, 2007) into the domain of
first impressions. We present participants with both facial and vocal cues and instruct them to
ignore one of those channels when they evaluate each person. Studies 1-3 focus on
perceptions of dominance. In Studies 4 and 5 we extend these into perception of
trustworthiness. In Study 4 we evaluate the use of pitch as a cue to trustworthiness, and in
Study 5 we examine multimodal trustworthiness perception.

Study 1: Perception of dominance from voices
Overview
This first study was conducted to obtain baseline judgements of dominance for auditory
stimuli, independent of visual information. The specific vocal parameter investigated in this
study is mean fundamental frequency (F0), which we label mean pitch. For complex sounds
such as speech, F0 is the principal factor that contributes to perceived pitch, and Laver (1994)
argues that at the low frequencies relevant for the perception of pitch in both male and female
voices, a linear relationship can be assumed. We manipulated the pitch of vocal stimuli,
hypothesising that this would affect perception of dominance. Pitch has been highlighted as
one of the most perceptually salient acoustic cues used by listeners to infer emotion and
affect in speech (Dimos, et al., 2015). Following work which identifies low pitch as a signal
of aggression and dominance across a variety of animal species (Morton, 1977), research has
identified a link between the lowering of F0 and the perception of both social and physical
dominance in human speech (Ohala, 1984; Puts et al, 2006; Puts et al, 2007; Tusing and
Dillard, 2000).

It is important to establish whether pitch manipulation has the hypothesised effect in the
perception of verbal stimuli produced by male and female speakers. The previous literature
is somewhat contradictory, perhaps reflecting the wide diversity in the types of stimuli used
(Borkowska & Pawlowski, 2011; McAleer, et al., 2014; Tsantani, et al., 2016; Vukovic, et
al., 2011). To anticipate the results, we found that verbal utterances were judged more
dominant when rendered with lower pitch, an effect which held for both male and female
voices.
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Method
Participants
Voices were rated by 36 participants (13 male, mean age = 23.9, age range = 18-36). Sample
size was based on McAleer et al. (2014) in which ratings were gathered from 32 participants
per trait. Four extra participants were tested as they signed up for the study before the end of
the recruitment period. All participants were students at the University of York and received
payment or course credits for their participation. Informed consent was provided prior to
participation in accordance with the ethical standards stated in the 1964 Declaration of
Helsinki.

Materials
Experimental stimuli were 40 voice recordings (2 for each of 20 identities, one manipulated
to a higher pitch and the other manipulated to a lower pitch). Twenty speakers (10 male,
mean age = 23, age range = 18-35) gave informed consent to be recorded producing the
utterance “I wouldn’t do that if I were you”. Voices were recorded following ethical consent
from the Department of Language and Linguistic Science at the University of York. All
speakers were students at the University of York. Recordings were conducted in quiet
recording environments using a Zoom H4N handheld recorder, with the built-in microphone
positioned 30cm from each speaker.
The utterance “I wouldn’t do that if I were you” was chosen due to its indirect nature (Searle,
1979) and because it can give rise to a range of social inferences, including interpretations
that it represents advice or threat. Our approach therefore differs from those based on
presentations of neutrally-worded reading passages or non-verbal vocalisations (e.g. vowels
sounds), both of which are very commonly used techniques in this field (Berry, 1991;
Rezlescu, et al., 2015).

Digital manipulations using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2016) were used in order to create
contrasting mean pitch levels for each stimulus. A Praat pitch alteration script (Fecher, 2015)
was used to create low and high mean pitch levels. For male speakers, the mean F0 of each
recording was altered to 90Hz (low) and 140Hz (high). These values are 25Hz above and
below an approximation of the average male mean F0 level (Hudson et al 2007; Künzel,
1989; Lindh, 2006), and represent values in the highest and lowest 10% of population values
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reported by Hudson et al (2007). For female speakers, the mean F0 of each recording was
altered to 170Hz (low) and 250Hz (high). These values are 40Hz above and below the
approximation of an average female F0 level, and reflect the low and high ends of the mean
F0 range reported for female speakers (Künzel, 1989; Traunmüller and Erickson, 1995). All
recordings were checked to ensure that no digital artefacts had influenced the sound quality
as a result of the editing process. The alteration procedure also preserves the shape of the
intonation contour and pitch range whilst altering the mean pitch level.

Procedure
Data were collected online using Qualtrics software (2015, Provo, UT). Participants were
presented with each recording individually and asked to rate dominance on a scale from 1
(not at all dominant) to 9 (extremely dominant). Participants rated all 40 of the vocal stimuli,
each in an independently randomised order.

Results and discussion
Dominance ratings had very high inter-rater reliability (Cronbach’s α = .89). A paired t-test
showed that low-pitched voices (M = 4.82, SD = 1.05) were perceived as significantly more
dominant than high-pitched voices (M = 3.80, SD = 1.09), t (35) = 6.81, p < .001, drm = 1.131.
This is consistent with previous studies investigating the effect of vocal pitch on the
perception of dominance and aggression (Ohala, 1984).

Despite an overall effect of pitch on perceived dominance, some work with different types of
stimuli has suggested that such effects are modulated by speaker gender (McAleer, et al.,
2014; Tsantani, et al., 2016). This was not the case for our stimuli, which showed a
consistent effect of pitch manipulation for both male speakers (Means: 4.39 vs 5.31; t (35) =
4.87, p < .001, drm= .81) and female speakers (Means: 3.22 vs 4.34; t (35) = 5.94, p < .001,
drm = .99).
Having established that the pitch manipulation has the hypothesised effect – i.e. that it is
possible to make the same voice sound more or less dominant – we now progress to
multimodal experiments in which we combine faces and voices.
1

We use drm (Morris and DeShon, 2002), as this measure of effect size controls for
correlations between conditions,
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Study 2: Multimodal perception of dominance from faces and voices
Overview
In this study we use the vocal recordings validated in Study 1 and pair them with a set of
facial stimuli, in order to explore how face and voice evaluations come together to form an
integrated impression of dominance. Rezlescu, et al. (2015) report that when participants
were required to make dominance judgements to multimodal stimuli (face-voice), their
judgements were more influenced by the voices than the faces (a pattern which was reversed
for ratings of attractiveness). Our study therefore builds on this finding, but with the
following differences.

First, our manipulations of stimulus dominance are not confounded by identity. So, here we
present high and low-dominance versions of the same voices, as prepared by the pitch
manipulation described in Study 1. We also present high- and low-dominance versions of the
same faces by picking images which had been independently rated. Second, our study uses
voices articulating contentful speech, as described in Study 1. Participants hear the same
phrase uttered across all combinations of conditions, rather than hearing the content-free
vocalisations of some earlier studies. This has the advantage that the speech signal is
meaningful – while avoiding any confounding of condition with content.
To anticipate the results, we found additive effects of face and voice on overall judgements of
dominance. Dominance of both faces and voices independently contributed to the impression
formed when stimuli were presented multimodally. However, consistent with Rezlescu et al
(2015) we found that voices had the larger effect on overall judgements.

Method
Participants
64 participants (16 male, mean age = 21.9, age range = 18-32) took part in the study. Sample
size was based on effect sizes from Rezlescu, et al. (2015), who reported main effects of face
and voice on dominance ratings of ηp2 = .17 (f(U) = .45) and ηp2 = .53 (f(U) = 1.06)
respectively, demonstrating rather large effects (Cohen, 1988). Using the lowest effect size as
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a starting point a power analysis using GPower (Erdfelder, Faul & Buchner, 1996) indicated
that a sample of 31 participants would be needed to detect an effect of a similar size, with
95% power using a within-subjects ANOVA and alpha at .05. This sample size was then
doubled due to the counterbalancing of different face/voice pairings with all possible pairings
being rated by a total of 32 participants. All participants were students at the University of
York. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, reported no hearing
impairments and received payment or course credit for their participation. Informed consent
was provided prior to participation and experimental procedures were approved by the ethics
committee of the Psychology Department at the University of York.

Design
This study used a 2 (face/voice) x 2 (high/low dominance) design. All participants completed
40 trials (10 per condition) in which a face and a voice were presented together, meaning that
over the session, participants saw two different images of each stimulus person’s face, and
heard two different versions of each stimulus person’s voice. Face and voice stimuli were not
of the same identities, however they were matched for age and gender. Across the
experiment, trials were counterbalanced such that all combinations of high-/low-rated faces
and voices were presented equally often. Trial presentation order was randomised
independently for each participant.

Materials
Voice recordings from Study 1 were used as audio stimuli. Face stimuli were selected from a
database of 400 images comprising 20 images each of 20 unfamiliar identities downloaded
from an internet search. Images were highly variable or ‘ambient’ (Jenkins et al., 2011) and
therefore captured a great amount of variability within each identity due to different lighting
conditions, emotional expressions, pose, etc. (see Figure 1 for examples). Twenty participants
(different people from those in the main part of the experiment) rated all 400 of these images
for trustworthiness and dominance on a scale from 1 (not at all dominant/trustworthy) to 9
(extremely dominant/trustworthy). Consistent with previous studies, there was high interrater reliability (Cronbach’s α = .86), confirming that the levels of consensus in ratings is
high in this set, as normally reported in the literature.
FIGURE 1 HERE PLEASE
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For the purposes of the present study we selected the images that were rated as the most and
least dominant for each identity. This yields sets of 20 high- and 20 low-dominance images,
with the same identities in each set. Paired t-tests confirmed that images in the high
dominance group (M = 6.47, SD = .62) were perceived as significantly more dominant than
those in the low-dominance group (M = 4.05, SD = .55, t (19) = 17.48, p < .001, drm = 3.94).

Procedure
Each trial comprised a face and a voice presented simultaneously. The vocal stimuli were
played automatically through closed-cup headphones and were presented once only.
Participants’ task was to rate each identity for dominance on a scale from 1 (not at all
dominant) to 9 (extremely dominant). Face stimuli were presented on a white background at
the centre of the screen and the rating scale was positioned below the face image. Participants
indicated their response by pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard. The task was not
timed, and participants were given no further definition of ‘dominance’, but encouraged to
rely on their ‘gut feeling’ (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008).
Results and discussion
Mean ratings by condition are shown in Table 1. A 2x2 within-subjects ANOVA revealed
significant main effects of face dominance (F (1, 63) = 72.23, p < .001, ηp2 = .53) and voice
dominance (F (1, 63) = 250.92, p < .001, ηp2 = .80), with no interaction (F (1, 63) < 1, ηp2 =
.01).

Table 1
Mean ratings of dominance across conditions in Study 2. SDs in parentheses.
Low dominance voice

High dominance voice

Low-dominance face

4.0 (.46)

5.1 (.58)

High-dominance face

4.6 (.47)

5.8 (.47)

Our results show clear, independent contributions of face and voice on dominance
judgements for multimodal stimuli. Interestingly, the two sources of information do not
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interact, but provide completely additive contributions to the overall judgement. This is
consistent with the findings of Rezlescu et al. (2016), who found no correlations between
judgements of dominance from the faces and voices of the same people, thus providing
compelling evidence against the validity of these attributions, despite their strong consensus
(as replicated here). We also show a similar effect of information source to that of Rezlescu
et al. (2016). While both face and voice predict overall dominance ratings, the voice
manipulation produces a larger effect (ηp2 = .80, compared to .53 for the effect of facial
information). This is consistent with earlier findings on the importance of auditory
information for the perception of dominance and aggression, and could be explained by its
higher reliability. Dominance judgements have been shown to correlate highly with sexually
dimorphic aspects, and vocal pitch is a sexually dimorphic aspect of voice (Puts et al, 2006).
It might, therefore, be a more reliable channel when assessing someone's masculinity, which
is related to dominance (Collignon, 2008).

Our results suggest a rather straightforward, additive, system of audio-visual integration for
perception of dominance. Two questions therefore arise. In the following experiment we ask
how automatic this process is, i.e. to what extent can one weigh either source of evidence
through top-down control? Following this, we then return to first impressions more generally,
and ask whether this same pattern of additive effects exists for other social judgements.

Study 3: How mandatory is the combination of face and voice in social judgement?
Overview
In the study of emotion perception, there is clear evidence that cues from voices and faces are
combined to some extent in a mandatory way. For example, when presented with multimodal
stimuli (face and voice) and asked to make a judgement about the person’s emotional state,
participants incorporate both voice and face cues, even when instructed to base their
judgements on just one of these sources (de Gelder and Vroomen, 2000). In the current
study, we ask whether there is similarly a level of automaticity in cue combination when
making judgements of dominance – i.e. making a social judgement rather than an emotional
one. To do this, we replicate Study 2, but this time instruct participants to base their
judgements on just one of the cues, either voices or faces. If they are able to do this, i.e. by
ignoring a competing cue from another channel, it will provide evidence against mandatory
combination of cues. To anticipate the results, we find evidence in favour of some
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mandatory cue combination, based on the result that participants’ judgements are consistently
influenced by the cues they are instructed to ignore.

Method
Participants
80 participants (8 male, mean age = 19.6, age range = 18-32) from the University of York
took part in the study. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, reported no hearing
impairments and received payment or course credit for their participation. Sample sizes were
chosen following Study 2, in which effects were larger than those reported in Rezlescu, et al.
(2015). A post hoc power analysis was conducted using GPower (Erdfelder, Faul &
Buchner, 1996). This revealed that using a sample of 20 participants would be sufficient to
detect such large effects with more than adequate power (>.90, alpha at .05). Participants
were randomly assigned to the ‘focus on the face’ or ‘focus on the voice’ condition and to
one of two different stimuli groups within each condition, meaning that each face/voice
pairing was rated by 20 participants.

Design and Procedure
The experiment followed exactly the same procedure as Study 2, using the same materials.
As above, participants were shown 40 multimodal stimulus trials (face and voice), and asked
to make a judgement about the person’s dominance. However, in this case half the
participants were instructed to make their judgements based on the face only, and the other
half to make their judgements on the voice only. Participants were allocated to one of the two
groups at random, and all other counter-balancing and trial sequence randomisation was the
same as Study 2.

Results and discussion
Mean ratings by condition are shown in Figure 2. A three-way mixed-design ANOVA
(Instructions: focus on face vs voice; high vs low face dominance; high vs low voice
dominance) showed significant main effects of face type (F (1, 78) = 185.29, p < .001, ηp2 =
.70) and voice type (F (1, 78) = 193.71, p < .001, ηp2 = .71), but no significant three-way
interaction, (F (1, 78) = 1.22, p > .05, ηp2 = .02). Although we did not find a significant main
effect of instructions (F (1, 78) < 1, p > .05, ηp2 = .01), two-way interactions between
instructions and face type (F (1, 78) = 69.52, p < .001, ηp2 = .47) and instructions and voice
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type (F (1, 78) = 83.14, p < .001, ηp2 = .52) were both significant. The effects of instruction
were very clear. Face type had a large effect when participants were instructed to focus on
the face (F (1, 78) = 240.90, p < .001, ηp2 = .76) and voice type had a large effect when they
were asked to focus on the voice (F (1, 78) = 265.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .77). More importantly,
the channel that participants were instructed to ignore nevertheless had a significant, though
smaller, effect on dominance ratings (face type when instructed to focus on the voice, F (1,
78) = 13.91, p < .001, ηp2 = .15; voice type when instructed to focus on the face, F (1, 78) =
11.52, p < .01, ηp2 = .13).
FIGURE 2 HERE PLEASE

These results show two interesting effects. First, the instructions clearly influenced
participants’ behaviour. When instructed to focus on faces, the face type had the largest
effect on dominance ratings. Similarly, when instructed to focus on voices, the voice type
had the largest effect on ratings. Second, and despite this, the cue which participants were
instructed to ignore nevertheless had a significant effect on dominance ratings in each case.
Furthermore, the effect was independent of the attended cue – there was no significant
interaction between attended and ignored cue in either case. These results provide quite clear
evidence for some degree of automaticity in the combination of multimodal information in
social judgements of dominance. It would appear that the pattern reported in previous work
for multimodal perception of emotions (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000; Schweinberger, et al.,
2007) also holds for social impressions.

So far, we have concentrated primarily on the perception of dominance. We have shown that
this attribution is made by independent contributions from voices and faces, and there is some
degree of mandatory combination of these. In the next two studies we examine a different
social judgement, trustworthiness. We ask whether the pattern of multimodal combination is
the same for this judgement as it is for perception of dominance.

Study 4: Perception of trustworthiness from voices
Overview
In study 1, we demonstrated that pitch manipulation affects the perception of dominance in
voices when the speaker produces meaningful utterances. In order to study the multimodal
perception of trustworthiness (Study 5, below), we first need to establish whether a simple
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voice manipulation gives rise to reliable changes in perception of this dimension. In fact,
there are some reasons to believe that simple pitch manipulation will alter perception of
trustworthiness, as it does for dominance. For example, Tsantsani et al. (2016) report a
tendency for hearers to judge lower-pitched voices as more trustworthy, both in male and
female voices, albeit for temporally reversed speech. However, Vukovic et al. (2011) found
no effect of pitch on trustworthiness judgements. Here we examine whether the voice
samples used in Study 1 – in which pitch is raised or lowered for a spoken sentence - will
also give rise to differences in trustworthiness judgements.

Method

Participants
Voices were rated by 38 participants (10 male, mean age = 21.55, age range = 18-35). As
with Study 1, sample size was based on McAleer et al (2014), in which 32 participants gave
ratings. The additional 6 extra participants signed up for the study before the end of
recruitment period. All participants were students at the University of York and received
payment or course credits for their participation. Experimental procedures were approved by
the ethics committee of the Department of Language and Linguistic Science at the University
of York.

Materials and Procedure
Experimental stimuli were the same 40 voice recordings as those used for Study 1, i.e. 2 for
each of 20 identities, one manipulated with a higher pitch and the other manipulated with a
lower pitch. Once again, data were collected online using Qualtrics software. Participants
were presented with each recording individually and were asked to rate it for trustworthiness
on a scale from 1 (not at all trustworthy) to 9 (extremely trustworthy). The order of stimuli
was randomised independently for each participant.

Results and discussion
Trustworthiness ratings had very high inter-rater reliability (Cronbach’s α = .93). However,
there was no difference between trustworthiness ratings for high- (M = 5.08, SD = .61) and
low- (M = 5.00, SD = .60) pitched voices (t (19) = 1.07, p > .05, drm = .25), regardless of
speaker gender. On this basis, we cannot use manipulated versions of the same voice in order
to study multimodal perception of trustworthiness. For this reason, in the final study, below,
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we selected natural stimulus voices which had been independently rated as being high or low
in trustworthiness.

Study 5: Multimodal perception of trustworthiness from faces and voices

Overview
In this final study we replicated the approach taken in Study 2 by presenting participants with
face-voice parings, and asking them to judge the trustworthiness of the person depicted.
Faces and voices which had previously been rated as high or low in trustworthiness were
presented in all combinations (high/low face/voice). To anticipate the results, we found
independent effects of face and voice trustworthiness, with ratings being influenced more by
faces than voices.

Method
Participants
40 participants (8 male, mean age = 20.1, age range = 18-30) took part in the study. Sample
size was determined by the same power analysis used for Study 3, demonstrating that a
sample of 20 participants per counterbalancing group would be enough to detect the large
face and voice effects. All were students at the University of York. All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, reported no hearing impairments and received payment
or course credit for their participation. Informed consent was provided prior to participation
and experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Psychology
Department at the University of York.

Design
This study used a 2 (face/voice) x 2 (high/low trustworthiness) design. All participants
completed 40 trials (10 per condition) in which a face and a voice were presented together,
meaning that over the session, participants saw two different images of each stimulus
person’s face, and heard two different versions of each stimulus person’s voice. Across the
experiment, trials were counterbalanced such that all combinations of high-/low-rated faces
and voices were presented equally often. Trial presentation order was randomised
independently for each participant.
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Materials
The voice recordings from Study 4 were used as audio stimuli. We performed a median split
on ratings of trustworthiness, separately for male and female voices. Combining male and
female voices into high- and low-trustworthy groups gives means of 5.48 and 4.61
respectively (SDs = .33 and .47), a highly reliable separation (t (19) = 12.05, p < .001, drm =
2.96). Note, that the results of Study 4 require that identities are no longer unconfounded
with the voice stimulus dimension. The high- and low-rated stimulus groups contain some
voices of the same people, albeit manipulated to different pitches.

Face stimuli come from the same database as that used in Study 2 (20 images of 20 people),
and all images were rated for trustworthiness by the same 20 raters, who did not take part in
the main experiments. Once again, we used a 9-point scale, from 1 (not at all trustworthy) to
9 (extremely trustworthy). Inter-rater reliability was very high (Cronbach’s α = .94). To
create high- and low-trustworthy groups, we selected the image for each individual which
received the highest and lowest mean ratings. Figure 3 shows examples. Paired t-tests
confirmed that images in the high trustworthiness group (M = 6.29, SD = .46) were perceived
as significantly more trustworthy than those in the low trustworthiness group (M = 4.58, SD =
.46), t (19) = 15.69, p < .001, drm = 3.51.

FIGURE 3 HERE PLEASE

Procedure
Each trial comprised a face and a voice presented simultaneously. The vocal stimuli played
automatically and were presented once only. Participants were asked to rate “how trustworthy
is this person?” on a scale from 1 to 9. Face stimuli were presented on a white background at
the centre of the screen and the rating scale was positioned below the face image. Participants
indicated their responses by pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard.

Results and discussion
Mean ratings by condition are shown in Table 2. A 2x2 within-subjects ANOVA revealed
significant main effects of face trustworthiness (F (1, 39) = 99.64, p < .001, ηp2 = .72) and
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voice trustworthiness (F (1, 39) = 18.03, p < .001, ηp2 =.32), with no significant interaction (F
(1, 39) = 3.19, p > .05, ηp2 = .08).
Table 2
Mean ratings of dominance across conditions in Study 5. SDs in parentheses.
Low trustworthiness

High trustworthiness

voice

voice

Low trustworthiness face

4.8 (.55)

5.4 (.51)

High trustworthiness face

6.0 (.47)

6.2 (.53)

As with judgements of dominance (Study 2), we here show clear, independent contributions
of face and voice to multimodal judgements of trustworthiness. However, unlike judgements
of dominance, we see in this study that faces have the larger effect when attributions of
trustworthiness were being made (ηp2 = .72 for face information, compared to .32 for the
effect of the voice). This is consistent with findings from correlational studies which show
that the judgement of multimodal stimuli can be influenced more or less by faces and voices,
according to the attribute involved (Rezlescu et al, 2015).

General Discussion

In a series of experiments we investigate the effect and automaticity of audio-visual
integration in social trait attribution. Our results demonstrate that mean vocal pitch is a
significant factor in the perception of dominance in voices and that large within-person
differences exist in social attribute ratings for faces. Moreover, while both face and voice
cues influenced social trait attribution significantly, the relative contributions of the auditory
and visual channel to social evaluation were shown to be dependent on the specific social
trait. While vocal information was more diagnostic for dominance perception, face
information was more diagnostic for the perception of trustworthiness. We also show that
audio-visual integration is, to some extent, automatic and that participants cannot completely
ignore either the audio or visual channel, even when they are instructed to do so.
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Results from the present studies reflect findings from previous research which highlights a
stronger and more consistent link between mean pitch and dominance perception than
between pitch and trustworthiness perception. Our findings further extend the literature by
demonstrating that lowered pitch is associated with perceptions of higher dominance,
regardless of the gender of speaker. This is consistent with Ohala (1982) as well as some
more recent studies (Borkowska & Pawlowski, 2011; Jones, et. al, 2010; however, see
McAleer et. al, 2014 for different findings). Therefore, not only is pitch an important signal
in determining the age, gender or mood of a speaker (Latinus & Belin, 2011), it seems that it
can also influence the perception of key social attributes such as dominance. Research on
pitch and trustworthiness perception is much less consistent, with some studies reporting that
lower pitch leads to higher ratings of trustworthiness (Tigue, 2012), some reporting higher
pitch to be perceived as more trustworthy (McAleer, 2014) and others failing to find any
association between pitch and trustworthiness (Klofstad, 2012; Vukovic, et. al, 2011). Our
findings are consistent with the latter group of studies as we did not find a significant
association between pitch and trustworthiness. Nevertheless, pitch is one of many acoustic
vocal parameters and our audio-visual integration studies show that vocal information has a
significant effect on trustworthiness attribution. This implies there might be other acoustic
measures worth exploring, such as harmonic-to-noise ratio, which has previously been found
to predict ratings of trustworthiness for both male and female speakers (McAleer, 2014).

In terms of multimodal social evaluation, our results show clear differences in the relative
contributions of auditory and visual cues to social perception for the two fundamental social
dimensions, trustworthiness and dominance. Both the face and the voice had a significant
effect on trait attribution. However, while audio information was much more diagnostic of
dominance perception, the reverse pattern was observed for trustworthiness, for which face
cues were much more important. Our results for multimodal dominance perception replicate
and support the findings of Rezlescu et al. (2016). However, they show an interestingly
different pattern of results to reports of the facial overshadowing effect (Tomlin, Stevenage,
& Hammond, 2016), an advantage for visual information in identity recognition. This
highlights the importance of both context and task demands, and is consistent with face and
voice models proposing that identity, affect and speech information is processed along
functional pathways which are mostly independent, yet have some scope to interact with one
another (Belin, et. al, 2011; Young & Bruce, 2011). The importance of auditory information
to the perception of dominance and aggression could be due to its higher reliability.
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Dominance judgements have been shown to correlate highly with sexually dimorphic aspects
of human physical attributes and behaviour, and vocal pitch is a sexually dimorphic aspect of
voice (Puts et al, 2006). It might, therefore, be a more reliable channel when, for example
assessing someone's masculinity, which is related to dominance (Collignon, 2008).

Our findings regarding trustworthiness perception, on the other hand, are in contrast to those
of Rezlescu et al (2016), who found that the facial and vocal channels contributed equally to
the perception of trustworthiness and interacted with one another. This might be due to the
different facial and vocal stimuli used in the present study, as we opted to use contentful
speech rather than brief neutral vowel sounds. A consistent finding in the face evaluation
literature is that social judgements are highly dependent on emotional expressions and that
participants often assign a particular emotional expression to seemingly neutral faces (Said,
Sebe, & Todorov, 2009). Our findings may therefore indicate that the visual channel is more
reliable than the vocal channel for extracting emotional content (Massaro & Egen, 1996).

We have also shown that the combination of auditory and visual cues is mandatory and
bidirectional. Such results are consistent with studies of audio-visual integration in emotion
and identity recognition (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000; Schweinberger, et al., 2007), all of
which imply that combining cross-modal information is not under attentional control. It
would appear that presenting faces and voices together, regardless of task and synchronicity,
leads to an automatic integration rather than prompting perceivers to make a decision about
whether or not to integrate the presented information. The evidence for the automaticity of
audio-visual integration is particularly compelling here, as the voices in the present studies
were paired with static faces. While this method unquestionably misrepresents real-life social
interactions, it provides a clear indication of the magnitude of the automaticity effect – a
finding further supported by studies reporting automatic integration even when there was a
mismatch in the gender of the face and the voice that participants were presented with
(Green, Kuhl, & Meltzoff, 1991).

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate clear differences in the weighting of auditory and
visual cues in social perception, dependent on the specific social attribute being evaluated.
While vocal information is more important for the perception of dominance, facial
information has a greater influence on listener attributions of trustworthiness. Furthermore,
using a focused-attention paradigm, we show that audio-visual integration appears to be an
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automatic, bidirectional process. Such findings extend and contribute to the scarce literature
on multimodal social person evaluation. By using contentful utterances as vocal stimuli, we
obtained listener evaluations of speech that represent everyday social interactions more
accurately. Moreover, we used images of the same people in both the high- and lowdominance and trustworthiness conditions and found significant differences between them.
This demonstrates that sufficient within-person variability exists in ratings of different
images of the same identity, and implies that social evaluation is not only a function of
identity but also a function of the properties of images, and so is changeable over time. Our
social perception of individuals is flexible and dynamic. As both face- and voice-perception
models suggest a somewhat independent processing of identity and emotion information in
separate pathways, investigating social person evaluation can provide us with essential
insight into the possible interaction between those pathways. Combining faces and voices
together, therefore, can better inform our knowledge of both audio-visual integration and
general models of face and voice processing, alongside bringing us closer to understanding
integrated person perception.
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1. Different images of the same people rated as high and low in dominance. (Copyright
restrictions prevent publication of the original images used in the experiment. Images shown
here feature people who did not appear in the experiment, but whose faces have been rated
for dominance. They have given their permission for the images to be reproduced here.)
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Fig. 2. Mean dominance ratings for face-voice pairings under different instructions. Error
bars are within-subjects standard error (Cousineau, 2005).
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Fig. 3. Different images of the same people rated high and low in trustworthiness. (Copyright
restrictions prevent publication of the original images used in the experiment. Images shown
here feature people who did not appear in the experiment, but whose faces have been rated
for trustworthiness. They have given their permission for the images to be reproduced here.)
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